
Why Wellness Doesn't Work 
Bianca Camacho 

  
Bianca Camacho, Director of Population Health Management at USI Insurance Services, 
presented on 'why wellness doesn't work'. The citizens of the United States are estimated to 
have an obesity rate of over 50 percent by the year 2030. Wellness programs are quickly growing 
in popularity among employers everywhere but not everyone is becoming well. These programs 
aren't as effective because of how they are structured. Many programs use three steps: 1. 
Change their lifestyle. 2. Manage the change. 3. Take care of the undiagnosed issues (such as high 
blood pressure or cholesterol). In order for a  wellness program to work, Bianca states you must 
flip the traditional step 1 and step 3. Treat someone's undiagnosed issues first (understanding 
this may increase a plans bottom line initially) and attempt to alter their lifestyle last. Teaching 

employees about their health issues will help them manage those issues early on, in essence, preventing higher 
hospitalization rates because an employee is being proactive instead of reactive. We also increase the physician 
engagement by flipping these steps and leading employees to attend their yearly wellness checks.  
  
If an employer does not have a wellness plan but wants one, Bianca advised they attempt to implement the plan slowly 
and in a way that their audience will receive. Many plans offer different incentives such as deposits, cash or other items 
as long as it meets all federal requirements. An employer should think about implementing the plan and only having it 
affect the employees, then  a year or so later, look at adding the spouses, then expanding further if they'd like into the 
community. 
 
Shannatay Bergeron, Sr. HR Generalist 
Vail Valley Medical Center 
 

Pharmacy Drug Costs: A Tough Pill to Swallow 

Todd Kurth 

Todd Kurth, with ScripPoint, is a consultant specializing in prescription benefit management. 

He provided a basic understanding of what a third-party PBM company does, including things 

like manage purchasing, the reimbursement process and dispensing of all medications utilized/ 

consumed under a self-funded group insurance plan.  

PBMs also create networks, formularies, and can negotiate for discounts from manufacturers, 

as well as administer clinical and disease management programs. Todd encourages self-funded 

employers to remember who the customer is, and make sure you are confident the PBM is 

working for you, not the other way around. All too often the PBMs try to dictate the terms by 

designing formularies that may not always be in the best interest of the employer or 

employee.  

Formularies are created based on the deals from the drug companies. These rebates are not always shared or refunded 

back to the employer. This is why smaller PBMs can compete with larger ones because they do more of what you need.  

Lack of transparency can cost employers a lot of money. What is impacting these costs? Trends include new therapies, 

high cost specialty drugs and double digit increases.  So do the costs of compound drugs because they are not regulated 

by the FDA. PBMs are not regulated either so little to no transparency is required. Specialty drugs have a shelf life and 

need to be pushed heavily, driving up costs. Bio similar drugs can help in these situations.  

His suggestion is that employers need to design the plan to pay less for claims because the government will not do it, 

too much is at a stake. By tightly managing specialty drugs you can expect to save 14% or more in that category. If an 

employer is self-funded, often by carving out the PBM you will gain more data. Data is power! 20 to 25% of the total 

spend for employer sponsored health coverage in directly related to prescription medications and is trending higher 

each year.  

After any discounts, a plan design to change behavior is the key to savings, and don’t forget to get all contractual 

guarantees in writing. 

Dennis Miceli, Account Executive 

Assured Partners 

Federal Labor & Employment Law Compliance 

Todd Fredrickson, Esq. 

Todd Fredrickson with Fisher Phillips presented Federal Labor and Employment Law 

Compliance Under the New Administration: Are You Prepared? at the summer CHAHRM 

conference.  Todd shared the current thought is that with today’s political landscape 

things will be more positive for employers and he highlighted areas of the law 

surrounding the United States Department of Labor (USDOL), the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB).  



The USDOL has recently hired additional investigators which has caused an increase in the number of investigations they 

do, typically with an adversarial attitude towards employers. With the new administration we are likely to see a shift 

back to compliance rather than a focus on enforcement. Hot issues to continue to watch are exemption changes, off the 

clock work, OT violations and unlawful deductions from paychecks. It remains to be seen what will happen with the 

proposed changes to overtime regulations but now is a great time to do a self-audit and identify areas to watch and 

potentially how you might change jobs to satisfy exemption requirements. He offered a free resource on their website 

to use for Exemption Worksheets - https://www.fisherphillips.com/assets/htmldocuments/exemption_combined.pdf.  

The EEOC has had a heavy focus on the Equal Pay Act and it remains to be seen if that focus will continue with our new 

administration. The number of EEOC charges for 2015 by category were reviewed with Retaliation having the highest 

percentage (44.5% of all charges filed) and GINA having the lowest at .3%. The EEOC filed 142 lawsuits (out of the 89,000 

charges received). They issued new guidance in August 2016 on retaliation that define what type of activity is protected 

“opposition” and which reaffirms the “but-for” causation standard (the employee has to demonstrate the only reason 

the adverse action took place was discrimination). In general we are seeing more investigations of system discrimination 

allegations and more aggressive tactics by the EEOC, including the pressure to settle even if the EEOC found no cause.  

The NLRB will likely be changing this year as the new president nominates new members, including the general counsel. 

He discussed the challenges in complying with the NLRB which can sometimes conflict with EEOC or regulations. For 

example, the NLRB provides rights to employees to discuss workplace investigations if they are considered “issues of 

multiple concern” while the EEOC requires confidentiality.  The NLRB has been getting involved in employee handbooks, 

social media policies, internal investigations and is expanding the joint employer doctrine and the unionized workforce. 

We’ll likely see this focus change with new members being added.  

Carrie Wilson, HR Director 

Mercy Regional Medical Center 

 

Drug Diversion & Disease Transmission  

Alana Cilwick, Colo Dept of Public Health and Environment 

Alana’s presentation was very informative and relevant, given the prevalence of drug diversion in 

the US healthcare industry. As noted in her presentation, it is a growing problem; the reports that 

are received of possible diversion are in her words “just the tip of the iceberg.” Several factors 

possibly play into this increase rate of diversion:  

 Increased use of narcotics / opiates in recent years 

 Relatively easy access to narcotics 

 Stress within the healthcare setting (short staffing, high workload, heavy census) 
Her presentation laid out some very helpful advice regarding diversion protocol for your organization. With regard to 

prevention and detection: 

 Pre-employment screening 

 Good policies in place that detail the process 

 Surveillance and auditing program 

 Staff education—ensure they know the signs and understand the importance of real-time reporting 

 Collaborative relationship with local law enforcement and regulatory agency(ies). 
When diversion is suspected: 

 Makes the process easier if you have a well-established protocol in place; be familiar with the protocol prior to 
being faced with a real life scenario 

 Remove from work area immediately—their safety, colleagues’ safety and patient safety 

 Drug screen and blood borne pathogen testing 

 Ensure access suspended while employee’s situation is being reviewed 
We watched a very powerful video that detailed a victim of hospital-induced hepatitis that resulted from a caregiver 

using needle(s) that were subsequently used on patients. The video highlighted an important and surprising point: the 

“typical” diverter is often not a problem employee. They typically have solid attendance, are often well liked by 

colleagues and are often “social butterflies.” They may volunteer for extra shifts in an effort to have more opportunity to 

use or stockpile more drugs. 

Alana stressed the importance of blood borne pathogen testing in addition to the actual drug test. If you can eliminate 

the possibility of disease transmission, obviously it’s a positive from a public health and safety standpoint, but also 

reduces the likelihood of bad publicity for your organization. 

Alana offered herself as a resource for all of us if we have questions or need advice on the topic of drug diversion, 

particularly blood borne pathogen questions. 

Eric Hancock, HR Business Partner 

UC Health 

https://www.fisherphillips.com/assets/htmldocuments/exemption_combined.pdf


Leading Positive Change: Creating High Performing Resilient Workplace 

Doug LaBelle 

Doug Labelle gave an outstanding presentation about the role Human Resources plays in leading 

positive change within the organization in today’s rapidly changing healthcare environment.  It is 

critical for HR to work with leadership to ensure consistency of messaging and constant 

communication about the change.  It’s not always simple to develop a communication plan that 

is effective.  You have to listen to employees and understand the impacts or perceived impacts 

on the individuals.  Transparency is critical in creating a culture of trust, optimism and 

urgency.  When there is trust, everything speeds up.  A lack of trust creates resistance.   

Doug also stressed the importance of getting feedback from employees as you move forward 

and work to help them understand why the change is occurring and how it will impact them 

directly. Transparency cuts down on the gossip and the anxiety that employees my feel about the 

change itself. Always remember that people are emotional, not always logical when it comes to change.  And even good 

change in an organization can be hard for employees.  Managing change is managing emotions.   

In a nutshell, here’s what works: 

 Transparency 

 Consistency of messaging 

 Over-communication 

 Listen to employees 

 Provide resources 

 Take ownership 

In today’s world we need to create a sense of urgency without creating a sense of chaos for our employees.  There has 

always been change, the difference today is the speed and complexity of change that occurs in today’s world.   

Alicia Miller 

Aspen Valley Hospital 

 

 


